A potent protein-tyrosine kinase inhibitor which selectively blocks proliferation of epidermal growth factor receptor-expressing tumor cells in vitro and in vivo.
A calculated 3-D model of the kinase domain of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGF-R) protein-tyrosine kinase (PTK) was used to develop a pharmacophore model for ATP-competitive inhibitors and, subsequently, a new class of selective EGF-R kinase inhibitors. CGP 59326A, a highly selective and potent inhibitor of the EGF-R in vitro, inhibited the proliferation of EGF-R-expressing epithelial lines, while having little anti-proliferative activity against EGF-R-negative lines. In contrast to previously described inhibitors, CGP 59326A had potent and selective in vivo anti-tumor activity at well-tolerated doses against EGF-R-expressing tumors (e.g., ED50 of 0.78 to 1.5 mg/kg for inhibition of A431 tumor growth). CGP 59326A inhibited growth of human tumor xenografts expressing the EGF-R but showed little activity against EGF-R-negative xenografts. Combination of CGP 59326A with cytotoxic agents resulted in tumor regression and cures. The high selectivity and attractive biological profile of CGP 59326A suggest that it could have therapeutic value in the treatment of proliferative diseases which involve mitogenic signaling from the EGF-R.